
 

  

 

Campaign on international financial transfers 
 

Description of terms 
 

Bank:  JSC “Credo Bank”  
  

Campaign:  Throughout the campaign, persons activating money transfers will be enabled to 
join the campaign and win a prize.  
 

International money transfer:  RIA/ CONTACT/ INTELEXPRESS/ ZOLOTAYA KORONA / UNISTREAM/ WESTERN 
UNION/ MONEYGRAM/ 

  

 

1.1 Terms for joining the campaign:  

  

    A person activating international money transfer will be provided with a possibility to win a prize 
from Credo Bank;  

 
1.1.2.  For joining the campaign – a receiver shall activate international money transfer within the campaign 

period and activate it through Credo Bank’s services – internet bank (mycredo.ge) or cash desk.  
 

1.2 Duration of the campaign:  

  
   Start of the campaign: April 1, 2021  

  
   End of the campaign: June 30, 2021  

   

1.3 Principles of the campaign:  
  

 Throughout the campaign, every user who will utilize any of the above-mentioned services 
of Credo Bank and will activate international money transfer – will have a possibility to get a gift 
from the bank; 
 Type of a gift – money prize amounting to 200 GEL.  

  
 



1.3.2. Transactions entitled to prizes throughout the campaign will be determined upon the following 
manner: 

 From the launch to the commencement of the campaign, the 200th international money transfer 
transaction activated through Mycredo will be announced. A person who activated the latter 
transfer will be contacted by an operator of Credo Bank, who will ask a simple question and upon 
providing a correct answer – 200 GEL will be transferred to the respective person’s personal 
account in Credo Bank; 

 From the launch to commencement of the campaign, the 1000th international money transfer 
transaction activated through Credo Bank’s cash desk will be announced. A person who activated 
the latter transfer will be contacted by Credo Bank’s operator, who will ask a simple question and 
upon providing a correct answer – 200 GEL will be transferred to the respective person’s personal 
account in Credo Bank; 

     
1.4 In frames of the campaign, the announcement of a winner and providing with a gift will be handled in 
the following manner: 
 

. Winners will be announced every month (at the end of the month); 
 

. The Winner of the campaign will be notified by the bank with a phone call within 5 days. Amount of a 
gift will be transferred before the 10th day of each month; thus, the respective person shall hold at 
least one account in Credo Bank;  

 
. In case winner of the campaign does not hold any active account in Credo Bank, he/she shall open it 

before July 5 in order to receive the prize;   
 

. In case winner does not open an account based on rules set forth in 1.4.3. the article, then, the bank 
reserves the right not to transfer money prize awarded to the respective winner.  

  

  


